ABSTRACT Sparse coding, which aims at finding appropriate sparse representations of data with an overcomplete dictionary set, is a well-established signal processing methodology and has good efficiency in various areas. The varying sparse constraint can influence the performances of sparse coding algorithms greatly. However, commonly used sparse regularization may not be robust in high-coherence condition. In this paper, inspired from independently interpretable lasso (IILasso), which considers the coherence of sensing matrix columns in constraint to implement the strategy of selecting uncorrelated variables, we propose a new regularization by introducing p norm (0 < p < 1) into the regularization part of IILasso. The new regularization can efficiently enhance the performances in obtaining sparse and accurate coefficient. To solve the optimization problem with the new regularization, we propose to use the coordinate descent algorithm with weighted 1 norm, named independently interpretable weighted lasso (IIWLasso), and the proximal operator, named independently interpretable iterative shrinkage thresholding algorithm (II-ISTA) and independently interpretable proximal operator for 2 3 norm regularization (II2/3PO). We present synthetic data experiments and gene expression data experiments to validate the performance of our proposed algorithms. The experiment results show that all independently interpretable algorithms can perform better than their original ones in different coherence conditions. Among them, IIWLasso can obtain relatively best performance both in relative norm error and support error of synthetic data and misclassification error of tenfold cross-validating gene expression data.
I. INTRODUCTION
Sparse coding is a method which concentrates on presenting sparse estimations from underdetermined linear measurements, based on predefined overcomplete vector sets. Utilizing sparse coding can perform parameter estimation and feature selection simultaneously, making it a powerful tool in processing high dimensional data, which is commonly appeared in biology, economy and industry [1] - [5] . The approach of sparse coding is implemented by choosing appropriate sparse regularization, which is the guarantee for obtaining results efficiently and accurately.
However, commonly used sparse regularizations only consider low coherence conditions of data, and typical theoretical supports are also based on small correlation assumptions
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such as restricted eigenvalue condition [6] , [7] . When signals are highly correlated, the coefficient also tends to be jointly correlated. Consequently, sparse coding with normal sparse regularization cannot provide efficient evidence for judging independent variable contribution and interpreting the highly correlated model. The process of interpreting models is named as ''decomposability'' in [8] , representing for the ability of how a model can be decomposed into several parts and its components can be interpreted separately. In 2018, Takada et al. propose a new regularization, named Independently Interpretable Lasso (IILasso), which is composed with coherence between dictionary columns to enhance the ability of choosing uncorrelated variables in sparse coding [9] . IILasso has proven to be efficient in highly correlated data and provides smaller misclassification error than several other sparse coding algorithms. However, IILasso has the same problem as the other 1 norm based regularization that its result is not sparse and accurate enough. In this paper, we propose to introduce p norm (0 < p < 1) into the regularization of IILasso, which can enhance performance both in sparsity and accuracy. However, introducing p norm (0 < p < 1) regularization makes the regularization nonconvex and hard to solve, regarding to this, we propose to use the Coordinate Descent Algorithm (CDA) with weighted 1 norm and the Proximal Operator (PO) to solve the optimization problem with the new regularization.
A. PRIOR ART
Reviewing the object of sparse coding, one is required to recover a sparse estimation z ∈ R n from a lower-dimensional measured signal x ∈ R m , n > m, in a linear relationship as x = Dz + v, where D ∈ R m×n is a dictionary matrix, and v ∈ R m is the measurement noise. Since D is overcomplete, this signal reconstruction task is ill-posed with infinite solutions if there is no restriction on z. In various applications, to find a sparse one in the infinite solutions can be a meaningful mode and can make the problem well-posed, which is the essence of sparse coding. Therefore, the optimization problem is commonly used to search for the optimal solution of the linear signal model,
where g(z) functions as the sparsity constraint. g(z) = z p p is the most commonly used sparse regularization, and the sparsest solution can be guaranteed when using the 0 norm p = 0, where the regularization counts the number of nonzero entries in z. However, this is a combinatorial optimization problem, where searching for an accurate sparse representation with large n is computationally prohibited [10] . One typical alternative method is using a greedy algorithm such as orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) [11] , which can always find sufficiently sparse solutions. Though OMP is not computationally prohibited with large data size, it still faces the problem of high computational complexity. Another idea to solve the optimization problem relies on relaxation-based approaches. For example, the 1 norm, where p = 1, is often selected as the sparsity constraint for the optimization problem, e.g., the Iterative Shrinkage Thresholding Algorithm (ISTA) [12] using PO and Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (Lasso) using CDA [13] , [14] . The 1 norm is attractive because it is a convex problem and can achieve reasonable performance. While searching for sparser and more accurate representations, the p norm, where p ∈ (0, 1), can be an alternative choice as a relaxation approach. Although the p norm (0 < p < 1) makes the optimization problem nonconvex, it has proven its possibility in enhancing the sparsity and accuracy of solutions compared to the 1 norm. For example, we can solve p norm (0 < p < 1) regularization by PO, e.g., the 1/2 norm regularization [15] , [16] , 2/3 norm regularization [16] , [17] ; and we can also use weighted 1 norm to approximate the effect of p norm (0 < p < 1) [18] - [22] .
To resolve the problem with correlated data, there are several sparse coding methods have been proposed based on the idea of selecting uncorrelated variables, and thus obtain decomposability. Uncorrelated Lasso (ULasso) [23] intends to construct a model with uncorrelated variables and form the regularization with coherence related parameter R, g(z) = z 1 + z T Rz. However, the regularization still tends to select ''negatively'' correlated variables and hence the correlation problem is not resolved. Exclusive Group Lasso (EGLasso) [24] proposes to solve correlated problem by defining groups with high coherence beforehand and gives the group-related regularization,
where K is the number of groups. This regularization can be effective in correlated data when it is properly grouped, but it is necessary to group correlated variables over a determined threshold beforehand, which makes this algorithm unstable. IILasso reforms the regularization of ULasso by z with its absolute value, g(z) = z 1 + |z| T R|z|, where |z| stands for using absolute value vector of z. This change successfully makes it efficient in selecting uncorrelated variables and perform better than ULasso and EGLasso in experiments. However, IILasso still suffers the same problem as the other 1 norm based regularizations that its result is usually not sparse and accurate enough.
B. THIS PAPER
In contrast with previous work, the main contributions of this paper are as follows.
1)
We propose a new regularization by introducing p norm (0 < p < 1) into the regularization part of IILasso. 2) We show that the optimization problem with the new regularization can be solved both by CDA and PO to find a local optimum in section II. 3) Benefiting from the proposed regularization, compared with several traditional algorithms, our algorithms can achieve better performance both in synthetic data experiments and gene expression data experiments.
Subsequently, we give experimental validations of proposed algorithms in section III. Synthetic data experiments (section III.A) present a performance comparison with different algorithms in terms of the relative norm error and support error.
Real-world data experiments are shown in section III.B using highly correlated gene expression data. We present that our proposed algorithm can obtain smaller misclassification error in different gene expression datasets.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The paper considers a sparse coding problem, in which we are finding a proper approach to obtain an optimal sparse solution z ∈ R n from a given noisy data x ∈ R m based on the linear signal model described in the following equation,
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where {λ ≥ 0, γ ≥ 0, λ + γ = 0} are tuning parameters to adjust the effect of the sparse constraints. The function d p (z) is a sparse penalty term formulated as follow,
Furthermore, h q (z) which introduce the coherence between dictionary columns formulated as follow,
In the equation (5), R ∈ R n×n is a symmetric matrix whose component R jk ≥ 0 represents for the coherence between dictionary columns D j and D k , the definition of R is shown as follow,
In the original IILasso, the regularization has p = 1 and q = 1. By reduce p and q value, contours graph of the constraint will be more concave. In Fig. 1 , we can observe the effect of changing p and q value. In general, high value in R representing high coherence, both smaller p and smaller q value can modify contours to be more concave. In the first row where dictionary columns are orthogonal , h q (z) has no effect on the contours and they are the same as original p norm contours. With coherence increasing, all settings of p and q value gradually result in more concave contours, indicating effects of h q (z) is strengthening. Furthermore, reducing p and q simultaneously will help changing the contours to be more concave and reducing p value is more effective than reducing q value. The last column of contours shows a more intuitive comparison between different settings and we can see the effects of changing value of p, q and R more clearly. These contours suggest that properly setting p and q value can help getting sparser and thus more accurate results. However, reducing p and q value also means the loss function are no longer convex and hard to solve. Therefore, we propose to use CDA with weighted 1 norm and the proximal splitting method to solve the problem in the following sections.
A. IILASSO IILasso [9] firstly introduce the coherence between dictionary columns into the sparse constraint function, and use 1 norm sparse constraint d 1 (z), and h 1 (z) in the objective function (3).
To solve (3), CDA, which was originally proposed for Lasso [13] , [14] , is applied. CDA optimize the objective function by updating z element-wisely. Therefore, the optimization problem is changed to the following one,
where D :i is ith column of the dictionary D, z i is ith element of the coefficient vector z,x i = x− n j=1,j =i d j z j and R i: is ith row of R. Therefore, the update equation can be easily derived from the differential of the reformed objective function L(z i ),
Because of the definition of R that R ii = 0, z i does not affect R i: |z|. Eventually, we can obtain the update rule by
where π 1 (z, t) is a soft thresholding operator defined in equation (10) . The detail of IILasso is summarized in Algorithm 1.
[
Algorithm 1 IILasso Input: data x, dictionary D, proper positive parameters λ and γ . Initialization:
Independently Interpretable Iterative Shrinkage Thresholding Algorithm (II-ISTA) has the same objective function as IILasso, namely d 1 (z) and h 1 (z). The only difference is II-ISTA use the proximal splitting method to solve the objective function.
The proximal splitting method use constant step size to pursuit the minimum of objective function, with circular iterations,
where π 1 (z, t) = arg min u∈R m 1 2 u − z 2 2 + λd 1 (z) + γ h 1 (z) denotes to use soft thresholding operator as the proximal operator to solve the regularization. Reviewing the regularization part, since R ii = 0,
Therefore, the regularization can regarded as a weight on 1 norm during optimization and the ith value of threshold t is defined in equation (13) . The update rules of II-ISTA are summarized in Algorithm 2.
C. IIWLASSO For Independently Interpretable Weighted Lasso (IIWLasso), we have p ∈ (0, 1] and q ∈ (0, 1] that p norms are introduced in the regularization which makes the optimization non-convex but more sparsity-pursuing. The word 'weighted' refers to the idea to restrain the 1 sparsity constraint Algorithm 2 II-ISTA Input: data x, dictionary D, proper positive parameters λ, γ and α.
with information from previous iteration which can function approximately as an p norm, namely, the regularization part is formulated as,
where k refers to iteration number. Since we can consider the component-wise weighted part from the previous iteration as constant during iterations, the sparse constraint is still an 1 norm structure in each iteration and we can still use CDA to obtain the update rule by solving ∂ z i L(z i ) = 0 in equation (16) and (17) . The update rules of IIWLasso can be summarized as Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 IIWLasso Input: data x, dictionary D, proper positive parameters λ and γ . Initialization:
In this section, we intend to solve a condition that p = q = 2 3 using the proximal operator inspired from the closed-form thresholding formulas 2 3 regularization [16] , [17] . By applying the proximal splitting method, we pursuit the minimum of the objective function by repeating
where
. Following the same derivation process in II-ISTA, since we known R ii = 0,
Therefore, the regularization can regarded as a weight on p norm during optimization and the threshold t is defined as follow,
The reason of choosing p = q = 2 3 is that the proximal operator π p for p = l s is obtained by solving the 2s − l degree polynomial equation [16] ,
Since then, other from p ∈ { 1 2 , 2 3 }, the degree of the polynomial is higher than 4 and it is hard to have a closed-form formula, however, we can still obtain approximate solution of equation (21) by using the Newton method [16] . Because the 2 3 norm regularization performs better than the 1 2 norm regularization, we only present p = 2 3 in this paper. 2 3 norm is a good regularization for achieving a sparser representation more efficiently, meanwhile its converged result can be obtained when λ is small enough and dictionary D satisfies a certain concentration assumption [17] , [25] . The closedform formulas for the proximal operators π 2 3 (z, t) are given in equation (22) and (23) . The update rules of II2/3PO with 2 3 norm based regularization are summarized in Algorithm 4. In this section, we present our experiments results of proposed algorithms in finding an optimal solution to the ground truth of sparse representations. Synthetically generated data were used throughout experiments, which was built by using ground true dictionaries generated with Gaussian
Algorithm 4 II2/3PO
Input: data x, dictionary D, proper positive parameters λ, γ and α.
, t) Stopping rule: stop if z (k) has converged Output: z = z (k) random values. All experiments were performed via Matlab R2018b, and programs were run on a PC with a 2.7 GHz Intel core and 12GB RAM.
In the synthetic data experiments, to valid the effects of regularization in highly correlated Data, we formed three dictionaries D c with different coherence, where the subscript c stands for mean coherence used in experiments. All dictionaries were sized as 30 × 50 matrices and column normalized after generating value. D 0.15 was generated by drawing value randomly from the normal distribution N (0, 1). The Gaussian random dictionary usually have a mean coherence around (0.10, 0.20), and in this experiments its mean coherence is 0.15. The coherence of two vectors with the same scale is defined as follow,
The other two high coherence dictionaries were generated by adding a small normal distributed vector to a baseline vector generated from the normal distribution N (0, 1), namely D 0.50 with mean coherence 0.50 and D 0.80 with mean coherence 0.80. The coherence distribution of the three dictionary is shown in Fig. 2 . The diagram counts numbers of coherence between every two columns in the dictionary, so it has a total number (n − 1)n/2. The quantity of ground true sparse representation vectors Z orig = (z orig1 , ..., z orig100 ) was 100 in experiments. Correspondingly, data set X orig had 100 sample size which was generated by D c and Z orig based on the equation (2), The noise vectors v were added based on Gaussian random entries with 20dB signal-to-noise ratios (SNR). Sparsity measurement used Hoyer sparsity measure [26] based on the relationship between the 1 -norm and the 2 -norm, which can give a well defined sparsity. The Hoyer sparsity measure is formulated as following,
where n represents the dimension of z, and when the value of the equation is closer to 1, the z vector is approaching to a sparser vector. Fig. 3 shows the ability of recovering accurate sparse representations using three sparse coding algorithms with dictionary D 0. 15 . Sparse representation error use the relative norm error compared to Z orig , defined in equation (26) .
Relative norm error(z)
Fig . 5 shows the performance variation in a range of λ values with dictionary D 0.15 . Sparse representation accuracy is compared using support error, which is defined in equations (27) and (28), 
Support error(z)
The definition of support is a set containing information of non-zero positions in z. Therefore, support error can show how given z meets the ground true one considering both nonzero positions and zero positions and it is more sensitive to the accuracy of finding non-zero positions.
In the rest of this section, we intend to compare algorithms proposed in this paper, namely II-ISTA, II2/3PO and IIWLasso, to their original algorithms, namely ISTA, 2/3PO, Lasso and IILasso. In detail, we subdivided IILasso into three special cases shown in Fig. 1 , namely IIWL0.7 with p = 0.7 and q = 1, IIWR0.7 with p = 1 and q = 0.7, IIWW0.7 with p = 0.7 and q = 0.7. The reason of only choosing p = 0.7 is that weighted 1 norm tends to obtain its best performance in experiments when p = 0.7, which is also validated in our previous paper [22] . 
1) PERFORMANCE IN GAUSSIAN RANDOM DICTIONARY D 0.15
From Fig. 3 , we can see all three algorithms can achieve convergent results with small error and high sparsity closed to the ground truth in small numbers of iteration with Gaussian random dictionary D 0. 15 . In detail, we can find IIWW0.7 can reach smallest error with smallest iterations, and its converged result can best fit the original sparsity. From Fig. 4 , we can see how changing λ and γ may have effects on relative norm error and support error of IIWW0.7. Fig. 4 shows that it is essential to adjust both λ and γ to their optimal value for obtaining the best performance of IIWW0.7. From Fig. 5 , we can see when 1 norm based Lasso and IILasso reach their smallest relative norm error, their support errors are usually not good which indicate that their results contain many small values in wrong positions. On the contrary, curve trends of relative norm error and support error are more similar in p norm (0 < p < 1) based IIWW0.7, indicating p norm (0 < p < 1) can obtain smaller relative norm error and support error simultaneously. Furthermore, we can notice the curve of IILasso in relative norm error tends to be straight when lambda is small, which means the coherence based regularization itself can also obtain sparse and accurate result in certain degree.
Performances of the other algorithms with D 0.15 are summarized in Table 2 . In general, we can see that all independently interpretable algorithms, namely those add coherence related regularization h q (z), can obtain smaller relative norm error than their original algorithms. Except II2/3PO, the other independently interpretable algorithms also obtain smaller support error than their original algorithms. Meanwhile, we can figure out p norm (0 < p < 1) based algorithms can obtain better results both in relative norm error and support error. In detail, IIWW0.7 presents the smallest relative norm error with relatively small support error. Fig. 6 shows that all three algorithms can generally find accurate and sparse representations but having several small values in wrong positions compared to the ground true representation (red). Lasso has the largest amount of small value mistakes, so it has a larger relative norm error than the other algorithms. IILasso performs slightly better than Lasso in both relative norm error and support error, which indicates its regularization may help enhancing performance but still can hardly remove small values in wrong positions. For IIWW0.7, the number of support mistakes is only one in these two cases which results in small support error, indicating p can help increasing accuracy of sparse representation significantly. Fig. 7 shows time cost of different algorithms with Gaussian random dictionary D 0. 15 . Although IILasso and II-ISTA converge at similar relative norm error, II-ISTA converges fastest in computation time because of that PO update coefficient as a whole while CDA update element by element. We can also notice that PO is not always converge faster than CDA comparing II2/3PO to the others which is caused by complexity of the closed-form formulas for the proximal operators π 2 3 (z, t).
2) PERFORMANCE IN RELATIVELY HIGHLY CORRELATED DICTIONARY D 0.50
From Fig. 8 , we can see all three algorithms can achieve convergent results with small error and high sparsity in relatively small numbers of iteration with relative highly correlated dictionary D 0.50 . Iteration numbers for reaching convergence of all algorithms have increased compared to D 0. 15 . In detail, we can find IIWW0.7 can still reach smallest relative norm error, and its converged result can also fit the original sparsity best. From Fig. 9 , we can see the similar trend of Lasso and IILasso about the dislocation between relative norm error and support error. Furthermore, we can observe a larger optimal lambda range for IIWW0.7 in D 0.50 than that in D 0.15 , which may be caused that effect of coherence based regularization h q (z) is strengthening with increase of coherence.
Performances of the other algorithms are summarized with D 0.50 in Table 3 . In this case, we can still observe the trend that all independently interpretable algorithms can obtain smaller relative norm error and support error than their original algorithms, while IIWW0.7 presents both the smallest relative norm error and support error. From Fig. 10 , we can also see that all three algorithms can achieve convergent results with small error and high sparsity VOLUME 7, 2019 in reasonable numbers of iteration with highly correlated dictionary D 0.80 . Iteration numbers for reaching convergence of all algorithms is nearly 10 times compared to D 0. 15 . In detail, we can find that IIWW0.7 can still reach smallest relative norm error, and its converged result also have the relatively best performance to fit the original sparsity. Furthermore, although IILasso can obtain smaller relative norm error compared to Lasso, its convergence curve has a strange rebound in relative norm error after 100 iterations which may indicate that in highly correlated data, the strategy of choosing uncorrelated data may also result in certain inappropriate updating consequence.
From Fig. 11 , we can see the similar trend of Lasso and IILasso about the dislocation between relative norm error and support error. Furthermore, we can observe the relative norm error of IILasso is getting smaller gradually with smaller lambda and we found that when lambda is 0, IILasso may obtain the smallest relative norm error in this case, which may indicate that only h 1 (z) itself can function as a good sparse regularization in highly correlated data and d 1 (z) may even cause obstruction.
Performances of the other algorithms are summarized with D 0.80 in Table 4 . In this case, we can still observe the trend that all independently interpretable algorithms can obtain smaller relative norm error and support error than their original algorithms, and again IIWW0.7 presents both the smallest relative norm error and support error.
4) PERFORMANCE COMPARISON AMONG DIFFERENT COHERENCE DICTIONARIES
A more intuitive comparison of different independently interpretable algorithms in different coherence conditions is shown in Fig. 12 . In general, we can figure that all algorithms experience increase in relative norm error with increase in coherence of dictionary. Moreover, all cases of IIWLasso, namely IIWR0.7, IIWL0.7 and IIWW0.7, can obtain better performances both in relative norm error and support error compared with IILasso. In detail, IIWW0.7 can obtain smallest relative norm error in all coherence conditions,and IIWW0.7 also obtain smallest support error among all algorithms with coherence increase. Furthermore, we notice performance of II-ISTA and II2/3PO falls quickly with the increase in coherence which indicates PO may not be suitable for high coherence condition.
B. GENE EXPRESSION DATA EXPERIMENTS
In this subsection, we intend to present the performance of our proposed algorithms in real-world data. We applied out methods in various gene expression datasets, which are highly 'alon' [1] (colon cancer), 'shipp' [2] (lymphoma), 'gravier' [3] (breast cancer) and 'christensen' [4] (TissueSpecific DNA Methylation). All these datasets are provided by R package datamicroarray. Detail of these datasets are shown in Table 5 . All datasets are small-sample highdimensional and highly correlated DNA microarray data. We use 10-fold cross-validation and softmax classifier in this experiment to evaluate misclassification errors of different algorithms.
Gene expression data is usually obtained from oligonucleotide arrays which consist of collections of microscopic single-stranded DNA sequences. An oligonucleotide array can measure the expression levels of large numbers of genes simultaneously. Properly processed gene expression data can stand for effects of certain treatments, diseases, and developmental stages on gene expression. However, gene expression data is usually highly correlated and hard to be interpreted. Obtaining small misclassification errors in this experiment can indicate that corresponded algorithms can interpret the ''decomposability'' of datasets and thus give suggestions about new gene expression data on treatments, diseases, and developmental stages on gene expression with appropriate database.
From Fig. 13 , we can see that tendencies of misclassification errors between different datasets are similar. IIWW0.7 always obtain the smallest or at least the same VOLUME 7, 2019 misclassification error compared with the other algorithms. IIWL0.7 and IIWR0.7 tend to have similar performance in these experiments and perform better than or equivalent to IILasso. This experiments also indicate that PO is not quite suitable for high coherence condition. IIWW0.7 performs well in the dataset ''shipp'', ''christensen'' and ''alon'' for classification in cross-validation with misclassification error smaller than 0.06, whereas slightly weakens in ''gravier'', which indicates that IIWW0.7 can present reasonable suggestions for certain diseases and developmental stages on gene expression.
C. DISCUSSION
Throughout the conducted experiments, there are two points for discussion. Throughout experiments in synthetic data and gene expression data, we can observe that independently interpretable algorithms, those implement the strategy of selecting uncorrelated variables, can perform better than their original sparse coding algorithms in different coherence conditions. However, we still observe that data with higher coherence tend to worsen performance of proposed algorithms, which suggests that independently interpretable algorithms can only mitigate influences from high coherence. Future works may concern further exploration characteristics of high coherence data to obtain better performance.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed an approach that introduces p norm (0 < p < 1) into the regularization of IILasso to form a new regularization for sparse coding with highly correlated data. The original regularization of IILasso which introduces the coherence term has shown good performance in highly correlated data but it has the same problem as the other 1 norm based regularization that its result is not sparse and accurate enough. Through introducing p norm (0 < p < 1), the regularization can be more sparsity-pursuing while fitting highly correlated data. We use CDA and PO to solve the optimization problem with the new regularization. In CDA, we use weighted 1 norm to approximate p norm sparse coding problem by using information of sparse representation from the previous iteration. The 'weighted' idea makes it possible to enjoy advantages of p norm sparse constraint while keeping the convex property. In PO, we applied the PO of 2 3 norm regularization in the new regularization. In synthetic data experiments, three dictionaries were generated with mean coherence 0.15, 0.50 and 0.80. We have shown that IIWW0.7 can outperform the other algorithms both in relative norm error and support error in different coherence condition. Furthermore, how different coherence condition may affect the results of different algorithms is shown in synthetic experiments.
We then applied proposed algorithms in gene expression datasets, which are small-sample high-dimensional and highly correlated. 10-fold cross-validation results have shown that IIWW0.7 can obtain the relatively best performance for misclassification errors among all algorithms in different datasets, which suggests that IIWW0.7 can present reasonable suggestions for diseases and developmental stages on gene expression. 
